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Purpose: Widefield imaging can detect signs of retinal pathology extending beyond the posterior pole and is currently moving to the forefront of posterior segment imaging. We report a novel, smartphone-based, telemedicine-enabled, mydriatic, widefield retinal imaging device with autofocus and autocapture capabilities to be used by non-specialist operators.

Methods: The Remidio Vistaro uses an annular illumination design without cross-polarizers to eliminate Purkinje reflexes. The measured resolution using the US Air Force target test was 64 line pairs (lp)/mm in the center, 57 lp/mm in the middle, and 45 lp/mm in the periphery of a single-shot retinal image. An autocapture algorithm was developed to capture images automatically upon reaching the correct working distance. The field of view (FOV) was validated using both model and real eyes. A pilot study was conducted to objectively assess image quality. The FOVs of montaged images from the Vistaro were compared with regulatory-approved widefield and ultra-widefield devices.

Results: The FOV of the Vistaro was found to be approximately 65° in one shot. Automatic image capture was achieved in 80% of patient examinations within an average of 10 to 15 seconds. Consensus grading of image quality among three graders showed that 91.6% of the images were clinically useful. A two-field montage on the Vistaro was shown to exceed the cumulative FOV of a seven-field Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study image.

Conclusions: A novel, smartphone-based, portable, mydriatic, widefield imaging device can view the retina beyond the posterior pole with a FOV of 65° in one shot.

Translational Relevance: Smartphone-based widefield imaging can be widely used to screen for retinal pathologies beyond the posterior pole.

Introduction

Widefield fundus imaging allows visualization of the retina beyond the posterior pole. It has increasingly become an important standard of care for imaging the posterior segment. Conditions such as retinal vascular pathologies, uveal and retinal inflammatory disorders, intraocular tumors, and retinal degeneration, among others, require imaging of the peripheral retina for effective diagnosis, assessment of disease progression, and disease management.¹,² The widefield imaging (WFI) and ultra-widefield imaging (UWFI) devices available today provide a field of view (FOV) of 100° to 200° and are totally or partially based on scanning laser ophthalmoscope (SLO)-based designs. This ability to capture images of the peripheral retina has provided insights into the importance of disease-related peripheral pathology that were previously unknown. However, despite being technologically advanced and providing a wider view of the retina, these devices are limited in their application to
high-end private hospitals and clinics and are bulky and expensive. Limitations of the UWFI systems also include abnormal color, eyelash artifacts, and peripheral distortion.3

Today, the gold standard for fundus photography remains the Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) seven-field mydriatic tabletop system that allows imaging of the posterior 75° of the retina.4–6 Technology has transitioned from the use of desktop-based cameras to smartphone-based devices for fundus imaging. Studies have demonstrated and validated the application of three-field, 45° fundus photography using portable handheld devices based on smartphones for effective screening for retinal pathologies.7–9 Such studies highlight the potential of smartphone-based fundus imaging to screen for vision-threatening disease, especially in developing countries where 80% of the affected people live in remote, rural areas.10 Compared with the available SLO-based widefield and ultra-widefield devices that capture single-shot images between 130° and 200°, WFI using smartphone-based devices has provided a maximum FOV of just over 50° in a single-shot image, albeit with reflex artifacts. By montaging four or five images together, however, a FOV of 100° has been demonstrated in previous studies in sufficiently dilated pupils measuring 8 mm.4,11

Here, we report a unique smartphone-based, mydriatic, portable, wide-angle imaging device, the Vistaro (Remidio Innovative Solutions Pvt. Ltd., Bangalore, India), that works on a patented annular illumination technology to capture retinal pathologies extending beyond the posterior pole in adults. It can be operated in either a handheld mode or a stabilized mode while being mounted on a chin rest. To our knowledge, this optical design is the first of its kind in widefield retinal imaging that works on a minimum pupil size of 5 mm for a FOV of up to 65° from the center of the pupil. It separates the illumination and imaging pathways using a donut-shaped image mask with an optically opaque central aperture. It eliminates Purkinje and corneal artifacts without using cross-polarizers. Thus, it can yield high-quality images with a FOV of up to 65° captured in a single shot and up to at least 90° when two fields are auto-montaged.

Materials and Methods

Optical Design and Hardware

Figure 1 shows an ophthalmologic imaging apparatus (100) that can capture reflex-free retinal images of a subject’s eye (E) by separating the illumination axis (105) and the imaging axis (110). The imaging apparatus (100) is comprised of light sources (115, 120) arranged on the illumination axis. It has an objective lens (160), a porosity mirror (165), a porosity tube (170), a collimating lens (175), a converging lens (180), and an imaging module (181) placed along the imaging axis (110). The imaging module (181) may be a camera lens of a smartphone, a digital single-lens reflex camera, or any other monocular or binocular device for viewing the retina.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the optical design of the hardware (left) and a photograph of the Vistaro handheld device (right).
The imaging apparatus is further comprised of two ring-shaped shields (125, 130), a diffuser (135), a first condenser lens (140), a second condenser lens (145), at least one projection lens (150), and a transparent plate (155) placed along the illumination axis (105). The diffuser (135) can be made from glass, plastic, or any other substrate that will allow for near-uniform illumination. The first shield (125) has a central opaque portion (182) on which an observation light source (120) is mounted and an outer pair of coaxial annular transparent regions (190). The diffuser (135) is placed in front of the observation light source (120). The second shield (130) has a central opening portion (184) and is mounted on the diffuser (135), which is adapted to receive the illumination light beam emitted from the observation light source (light-emitting diode [LED]; 120) mounted on the first shield (125).

The crucial optical parameters of the device, such as sharpness, contrast, image quality, and resolution, were modeled using Zemax (Kirkland, WA) and validated with US Air Force target tests (Edmund Optics, Barrington, NJ) (Figs. 2, 3). The resolution of a single-shot retinal image was determined to be 64 line pairs (lp)/mm in the center, 57 lp/mm in the middle, and 45 lp/mm in the periphery (Fig. 3). The analysis showed that the device is capable of producing high-quality images of the retina while meeting the minimum resolution requirements of the ISO 10940 standard of the International Organization for Standardization (Table).

With the portability and simplicity of a smartphone-based design in mind, we utilized the iPhone SE2 smartphone and developed an LED-based continuous illumination design for the device. The phone uses Sony Exmor RS sensors (Sony Corpora-
Table. ISO 10940 Requirements for Images Captured by Fundus Cameras on Digital Sensors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resolving power on the fundus for fundus camera optics, field of view &gt; 30°</td>
<td>Center (r) &gt; 60 lp/mm</td>
<td>64 lp/mm (group 6, element 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Middle (r/2) &gt; 40 lp/mm</td>
<td>57 lp/mm (group 5, element 6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Periphery (r) &gt; 25 lp/mm</td>
<td>45 lp/mm (group 5, element 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tolerance of angular field of view</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tolerance of magnification of image</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tolerance of pixel pitch on fundus</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range of focus adjustment for compensation of patient’s refractive error</td>
<td>−20 D to +20 D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The resulting image is viewed on the phone screen with a resolution of 750 × 1334 pixels and a pixel density of ∼326 pixels per inch and can also be screen mirrored via Apple TV (Apple Inc., Cupertino, CA). Furthermore, the resolution of a real-time, square image on the smartphone sensor was 2845 × 2845 pixels, which, in turn, resulted in approximately 64.3 pixels per retinal degree. The working prototype weighs 830 g, and the dimensions of the device are approximately 195 mm × 85 mm × 200 mm. The device has external fixation targets and can be operated by non-specialized operators with appropriate training and minimal supervision. The device can be used for up to 5 hours continuously after a full cycle of charge.

Software

One of the principal challenges faced by operators in screening for retinal pathologies, especially in remote areas, is the lack of internet connectivity, which limits timely diagnosis and triaging of patients. We tried to address this limitation by developing unique patient management software for the device that can be used to capture and montage images offline and store them in a secure Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)-compliant cloud server powered by the Google Cloud Platform (Alphabet, Mountain View, CA) when the device is connected to the internet. We used the DualAlign i2k Retina platform (DualAlign, Clifton Park, NY) for montaging images. This procedure ensures that clinically relevant information is retained and available for immediate diagnosis upon integrating the application with a third-party video conferencing application (e.g., Zoom, Google Meet, Microsoft Teams) to connect to a specialist in real time or in a feed-forward mechanism. A customized desktop-based interface can be also be provided to support a Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM)-based transfer for institutions with centralized electronic medical records (EMR) and a Picture Archiving Communication System (PACS).

We focused on the operational simplicity of the device by designing an algorithm to detect the quality of the images so that non-specialist technicians can capture clinically useful images with basic training.

The ability to capture good-quality fundus images is largely subjective, depending on proper camera-to-eye distance to effectively reduce haziness and artifacts. In the case of WFI, the sensitivity of the process increases with the working distance, as the imaging system must be closer to the eye than for standard 45° imaging. Due to this extreme sensitivity of the working distance, acquiring meaningful images from the far peripheral retina in these systems requires a skilled technician. By automating the process of detecting the correct working distance and triggering image capture at that point, our aim was to (1) alleviate stress experienced by the technician and reduce the level of expertise required to capture good-quality widefield retinal images without the risk of contact with the patient’s cornea while adjusting the correct working distance, and (2) reduce the patient’s gaze time prior to image capture. When the correct working distance has been detected, the autofocus capability of the native device software can be triggered to avoid capturing blurred images.

To assist in detection of the correct working distance, this device relies on light from two green working-distance LEDs reflecting off the cornea (Purkinje reflexes), thereby making these LEDs visible in the live view of the camera when imaging a patient’s eye. To automate the detection of correct working distances through the use of software, we exploited the observation that these LEDs appeared sharpest and brightest at the correct working distance and appeared only within an acceptable bounding region, which we marked on the UI Image with square overlays on
the live view. At the correct working distance, the Purkinje reflex LEDs (working distance LEDs) were switched off and image capture was triggered. We faced challenges at four different levels during implementation of the automatic working distance detection software. The first was to establish a pattern and devise an appropriate image processing algorithm to distinguish between frames at correct versus incorrect working distances. The second was to find a diverse group of volunteers to validate, fine tune, and generalize the algorithm. The third was to find a balance between completely eliminating false positives and preventing the algorithm from becoming too sensitive. Finally, the fourth challenge was to determine the optimal camera settings to be applied during auto image capture.

When we were devising the algorithm, our first objective was to be able to programmatically isolate the regions illuminated by the working distance LEDs. For this purpose, we captured several training retinal images with the working distance LEDs turned on. We initially analyzed 20 images of a model eye captured under different illumination conditions at various (correct and incorrect) working distances. Trials with the model eye enabled us to gather significant insights before moving on to real dilated eyes of subjects. When we split the sample images into their respective red, green, and blue pixel intensities, we observed that the blue intensity was least scattered by the retina and consistently peaked only in the regions illuminated by the working distance LEDs. This was possible because the blue intensity of the live view was significantly reduced or kept low through the use of an interference filter. This unique property of the blue channel remained true even for real eye images, where the optic disc region that was well illuminated in the red and green channels had a negligible blue component. Therefore, we were able to programatically isolate the regions illuminated by the working distance LEDs using the blue channel pixel values alone. We first split the given blue channel image horizontally into two halves (left and right). In each half, we would expect one and only one bright region corresponding to one of the working distance LEDs. We located this bright region by the use of adaptive binary thresholding on the blue channel and next-generating spatial image moments of the thresholded image using the OpenCV moments function. The underlying computation is as follows:

- The adaptive binary thresholding is achieved, in our case, by thresholding between the average of the median and maximum blue pixel values.

- For a two-dimensional continuous function, \( f(x, y) \), the moment (sometimes called “raw moment”) of order \((p + q)\) is defined as

\[
M_{pq} = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} x^p y^q f(x, y) \, dx \, dy
\]

for \( p, q = 0, 1, 2, \ldots \). Adapting this to a scalar (grayscale) image with pixel intensities \( I(x, y) \), the raw image moments \( M_{ij} \) are calculated by

\[
M_{ij} = \sum_{x} \sum_{y} x^i y^j I(x, y).
\]

The image moments data for each half image provide relevant details, such as centroid coordinates, spread value, and peak pixel intensity of the bright region corresponding to the respective working distance LED. We denote these using functions as centroid(L), spread(L), and intensity(L) for the left halves and centroid(R), spread(R), and intensity(R) for the right halves. We noted these values for images captured across different control parameters such as overall image brightness (illumination) and correct versus incorrect working distance.

As detailed in Figures 4A to 4E, the blue channel distribution and the corresponding moments data helped us observe underlying patterns that we implemented into a generic image processing algorithm (Fig. 5) to detect images corresponding to the correct working distance. Based on quantitatively analyzing 25 real eye images, we were able to identify three deciding factors for our algorithm:

1. Peak intensity was in general always high for both the left and right LEDs at the correct working distance.
2. Spread was always low for both left and right LEDs at the correct working distance. For cases at the correct working distance where peak intensity was unusually low, the spread was even lower.
3. The peak intensity difference between left and right LEDs was always found to be negligible and within an intensity difference of 15 when at the correct working distance.

As we iteratively tested our algorithm on over 30 dilated subjects, we were incrementally able to eliminate insignificant parameters, such as the Euclidean distance between two LED points, and fine tune the vital parameters by computing optimum threshold values of the spread, the peak intensities of the left and right LEDs, and their maximum allowable difference. When we attempted to eliminate false positives
Figure 4. (A, center) Real eye image captured at the correct working distance and standard illumination, with the working distance LEDs turned on, along with the red, green, and blue channel images of the central region of interest. (A, far left) Intensity distribution of the blue channel along the line joining centroid(L) and centroid(R) of the regions illuminated by the working distance LEDs. (A, far right) Information obtained from the moments data of the regions illuminated by the working distance LEDs. (B, center) Real eye image captured at the correct working distance and very low illumination, with the working distance LEDs turned on, along with the red, green, and blue channel images of the central region of interest. (B, far left) As observed in the blue channel distribution and corresponding moments data, the maximum intensities are low due to the low illumination; (B, far right) however, to compensate, the spread of the blue channel peak is accordingly also low. (C, center) Real eye image captured at an incorrect working distance (too far) and standard illumination, with the
working distance LEDs turned on, along with the red, green, and blue channel images of the central region of interest. (C, far left) As observed in the blue channel distribution and corresponding moments data, the maximum intensities are comparable to the low intensities observed for the correct working distance under low illumination (B); (C, far right) however, the spread of the blue channel peak is marginally higher. (D, center) Real eye image captured at an incorrect working distance (too far) and low illumination, with the working distance LEDs turned on, along with the red, green, and blue channel images of the central region of interest. (D, far left) As observed in the blue channel distribution and corresponding moments data, the maximum intensities are significantly low, (D, far right) and the spread of the blue channel peak is significantly high. (E, center) Real eye image captured at an incorrect working distance (too close) and standard illumination, with the working distance LEDs turned on, along with the red, green, and blue channel images of the central region of interest. (E, far left) As observed in the blue channel distribution and corresponding moments data, the maximum intensities are high similar to for the correct working distance (A); (E, far right) however, the spread of the blue channel peak is significantly higher.

Figure 5. (Left) Flow diagram showing the image preprocessing steps to create the autocapture algorithm on the Vistaro. (Right) The decision tree executed to classify each frame as correct versus incorrect working distance.

from the static images on which our algorithm was trained, we found that the initial threshold values of the decision parameters were extremely sensitive and resulted in poor user experience in the first few field trials. We overcame this problem by relaxing the threshold values and, to maintain accuracy, increasing the minimum number of contiguous frames that had to be classified as correct working distance before autocapture could be triggered. We also used the autofocus capability provided by iOS prior to the final capture to ensure that the retina was always in focus to produce the sharpest images. Figure 6 shows the autocapture algorithm in action.

Optical Design Validation

The FOV for the device was evaluated using a model eye with standard measurements first and further verified with images captured on a real eye. The concentric arcs on the model eye started from 30° and had a 10° graduation for subsequent arcs. When the model eye was photographed with the Vistaro (Fig. 7, top left), the FOV was estimated to be approximately just over 70° until the sharpest limit on the periphery in a single-shot image. When we calculated the same on an image of an actual eye, the FOV was found to be up to 65°. The change in the FOV can be attributed to a change in medium when one measures a real eye (aqueous media) after a model eye (air media). We then compared the FOV with a real eye image of the same subject captured on the iCare EIDON Widefield TrueColor Confocal Fundus Imaging System (Center-Vue, Padua, Italy). The FOV in a single-shot image on the EIDON was 60°, as noted by the manufacturer. We measured the FOV on a single-shot image of both the Vistaro and EIDON using the following formula:
Figure 6. (Left) The device working distance is too far. (Center) The device is at the correct working distance, with the working distance LEDs within the square live view overlays. (Right) Autocaptured image.

(total horizontal or vertical length ÷ distance between the center of the macula and the optic disc) × 15°.

This resulted in the measured FOV on a single-shot EIDON image being 53.14°, and that on the Vistaro was 56.36°.


Image Quality Assessment

To assess the quality of images captured on the Vistaro we conducted a single-arm, cross-sectional pilot study at a tertiary diabetes care hospital over a period of 4 days in January 2021. The study was approved by the Institutional Ethics Committee, and it was conducted as per the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. Thirty-four consecutive diabetic patients who were > 18 years of age, provided written informed consent, and had no significant media opacity (such as vitreous hemorrhage) were recruited for the study while undergoing routine examination at the hospital. Of these, two patients refused dilation and hence were excluded; thus, a total of 32 patients were included, and the basic demographic details of age and gender were recorded. The patients underwent routine slit-lamp examination before being dilated with 1% tropicamide solution. After 15 minutes, all participants underwent mydriatic imaging by a minimally trained ophthalmic technician. Imaging protocol included one disc-centered and one macula-centered image captured per eye. The time taken to capture an image was noted manually. The number of cases for which the autocapture algorithm was successfully able to capture images was also noted manually. A maximum of two additional attempts were made if an image was of insufficient quality. For each patient, two best-captured images each of the disc and macula (two images per eye and four images in total for each patient) were...
anonymized, stored on a secure cloud server, and sent to three independent graders for image quality assessment. Out of the same patient set, one disc-centered and one macula-centered image were montaged for nine patients and stored in the same cloud server, after masking the patient details. All of the graders were practicing vitreoretinal specialists, and they provided an image quality grading on a per-image basis. Images were graded as follows:

- Grade 1 (excellent)—Graders can visualize third-order vessels (capillaries) on the image, and the image is sharp. If capillaries are visible, microaneurysms should also be visible. Any blurring or glare in the peripheral third of the image may be disregarded, and the image may be graded based on the clarity of the remaining two-thirds of the image.
- Grade 2 (acceptable)—Graders can identify only second-order vessels (vessels larger than capillaries but smaller than the central arcade). If these vessels are visible, larger retinal hemorrhages and subhyaloid hemorrhages should be visible. Blurring or glare is present in more than a third of the image but less than half of the image.
- Grade 3 (ungradable)—Vessels cannot be clearly identified. Blurring or glaring spanning half or more of the image may require the image to be graded as ungradable.

Images graded as excellent and acceptable were considered clinically useful.

**FOV Comparison With Regulatory-Approved Devices With Traceable Specifications**

We also compared the FOV of the Vistaro to a regulatory-approved widefield device (EIDON Widefield TrueColor Confocal Fundus Imaging System) and an ultra-widefield device (Daytona; Optos Inc., Marlborough, MA) by overlaying a seven-field standard ETDRS montage in images derived on all devices. The same subject was imaged using all three devices, after pupillary mydriasis, with a pupil size of 6.2 mm. For comparison between the EIDON and Vistaro, we used a montage of disc- and macula-centered images to overlay the ETDRS seven-field scale; for the Daytona, we used a single-shot image to map the same cumulative FOV achieved (Figs. 8A–8C). Additionally, we also mapped the FOV of a single image and a two-shot montage in terms of disc diameters (Figs. 9A, 9B).

**Results**

The autocapture algorithm helped the technician capture retinal images within an average span of 10 to 15 seconds per image. The algorithm was used successfully to capture images in 80% of the patients.

The mean age of the study cohort of 34 patients was 57.2 years (standard deviation, 13.3), and they all had established diabetes. Out of the 32 patients actually included in the study, 128 single-shot images were evaluated by three independent vitreoretinal specialists. Further, two-field montages for nine patients were also graded for image quality by the same graders.

The consensus grading for single images in terms of quality by three independent vitreoretinal specialists showed that 91.6% of the images were clinically useful. Three patients were sensitive to the light source and moved their eyes during image acquisition, leading to poorly focused images that were deemed not clinically useful. The agreements (Cohen’s kappa) between the three graders and the consensus were 0.75, 0.65, and 0.8, respectively. The montages were also graded for image quality by all three graders, and 100% of the images were graded as clinically useful on a consensus basis.

Overlaying the seven-field ETDRS montage on the two-field montages from EIDON (Fig. 8A) and the Vistaro (Fig. 8B) showed that both devices exceeded the cumulative FOV of the gold standard, with the Vistaro showing a larger FOV horizontally. Additionally, with regard to disc diameters, it was found that a single-shot 65° FOV image was equivalent to ~11.5 disc diameters (Fig. 9A), and the montage was an equivalent of ~14.5 disc diameters (Fig. 9B). The measured FOV of a two-field montage on the Vistaro was approximately 90° (Fig. 10A), and that of a three-field montage can be up to approximately 120°, depending on the images captured using external fixation targets (Fig. 10B).

**Discussion**

Widefield retinal imaging is useful in detecting pathologies extending beyond the posterior pole and is currently moving to the forefront of posterior segment imaging. The current gold standard for retinal imaging requires a seven-field montage, with each field having a FOV of 30°, to view the posterior 75° of the retina. Although there are regulatory-approved widefield and ultra-widefield devices to image the peripheral retina, almost all of them are limited in their application due to either their inability to produce true-color retinal
Figure 8. (A) ETDRS seven-field overlay on a two-field montage captured on the EIDON. (B) ETDRS seven-field overlay on a two-field montage captured on the Vistaro. The FOV exceeded the cumulative FOV of the seven-field ETDRS image. (C) ETDRS seven-field overlay on a single-shot captured on the Optos Daytona.
Figure 9. (A) Measuring a single-shot image on the Vistaro in terms of disc diameters (~11.5). (B) Measuring a two-field montage on the Vistaro in terms of disc diameters (~14.5).

images or the possibility of missing minute details of retinal pathologies in the early and late stages, peripheral distortion, or operational complexities. We demonstrated that a portable, smartphone-based WFI device with a FOV of 65° was useful in imaging the retina beyond the posterior pole, and a two-field montage covered well beyond the seven-field ETDRS FOV. The device was compared to a regulatory-approved WFI device to map the area covered by a two-field montage, and the same area was mapped on a single-shot UWFI device. The US Air Force target test card showed that the resolution for the center of a single-shot image captured on the iPhone SE 2 was 64 lp/mm; in the middle (between center and periphery), it was 57 lp/mm; and, in the periphery, it was 45 lp/mm. The device was on par with the ISO standards for different parameters pertaining to fundus cameras working with digital sensors. The resolution of a real-time, square image on the smartphone sensor was 2845 × 2845 pixels, resulting in approximately 64.3 pixels per retinal degree. This was almost two times the minimum image resolution requirement of 30 pixels per degree described by the UK Nation Health Service for screening purposes.

The device was designed keeping the main limiting factors in WFI faced by operators, in mind with regard to the sensitivity of the working distance, as well as other contributing factors such as flash, gain, and gamma that affect exposure. A unique autocapture algorithm was developed to enable automatic capture of images when the correct working distance has been reached. This was done to help reduce operator-associated errors in WFI due to incorrect working distances and to eliminate unwanted artifacts. More operators can be trained with basic instructions to capture clinically useful retinal images. The device can work for patients with refractive errors within a range of −20 diopters (D) to +20 D. The unique patient-management software enables offline montaging of images to provide clinically relevant details when sent to specialists over third-party applications, in real time or on a feed-forward basis using telemedicine. The same software also allows for secure data storage on a HIPAA-compliant cloud server upon connection to the internet. The gradability and image quality of the device were assessed with the help of a pilot trial on patients with diabetes. Based on consensus gradings among three vitreoretinal specialists, the device was
capable of producing 91.6% clinically useful images. With the two-field montage giving an effective FOV of 88.75°, a montage of three or more fields would conform to the definitions of UWFI as per guidelines mentioned previously (Figs. 10A, 10B).

A critical criterion in this case would be the way by which the image is captured, as keeping the optic disc in different positions using the external fixation targets would eventually affect the cumulative FOV. Two-field montages were shown to be 100% clinically useful, based on consensus grading among the same graders. The autocapture algorithm was able to capture 80% clinically useful images in the same study.

The early concepts for obtaining widefield and ultra-widefield images included trans-scleral, trans-palpebral, and trans-pars-planar modes of illumination. The Equator Plus lens (Volk Optical, Mentor, OH) and Panoret-1000 camera (Medibell Medical Vision Technologies, Inc., Haifa, Israel) built on this principle could photograph a field of approximately 148° from equator to equator using trans-scleral illumination, and a little beyond. However, clinical deployment of trans-scleral illumination was unsuccessful due to factors such as contact-mode imaging, which imposed potential risks of inflammation, contamination, and abrasion to the sclera and cornea. The image quality was highly dependent on the illumination location, and the device required the simultaneous use of both hands for imaging. In trans-pars-planar illumination, it becomes necessary to carefully control the illumination spot size and to identify the location of the pars plana to optimize the process, which can be challenging for technicians while attempting to capture repeatable images. Although trans-palpebral illumination is a non-contact method that delivers light through the palpebra (upper eyelid), data on the quality and repeatability of images captured using this technique remain inadequate. Another challenge is the requirement of separate adjustment and optimization of imaging and illumination subsystems.

The advent of confocal imaging and scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (SLO) marked a significant advancement in WFI and UWFI. The handheld Staurenghi 230 SLO Retina Lens (Ocular Instruments, Bellevue, WA) used two biconvex aspheric lenses and a two-element convex–concave lens that was incorporated into a confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscopy system, the Heidelberg Retinal Angiography (HRA) Spectralis (Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany), to increase the FOV from 100° to 150° of the retina. The Mirante Scanning Laser Ophthalmoscope (Nidek, San Jose, CA), a confocal, SLO-based device, is a traditional UWFI device with a WFI adapter, covering a FOV of 163° of the retina to provide a panretinal view up to the ora serrata when montaged. It uses monochromatic lasers in the red–green–blue spectrum to image the retina and produce pseudocolors. The Clarus fundus camera (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Jena, Germany) is an UWFI device that covers up to 133° of the retina in a single image using confocal SLO optics and traditional true color imaging, a technique referred to as broad line fundus imaging, to minimize lash and lid artifacts and provide higher resolution images. The Daytona (Optos by Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) is an UWFI device that uses an elliptoid mirror along with red and green lights to enhance visualization of retinal substructures, unlike conventional devices with white LEDs, thus resulting in a pseudocolor but covering up to 200° of the retina. These devices can work with pupils as small as 2.5 mm. A notable factor in SLO-based devices is that the FOV of such devices is measured from the center of the eye. An additional advantage offered by many of the present WFI and UWFI systems is the possibility of simultaneous acquisition of fundus fluorescein angiography, indocyanine angiography, red-free photography, fundus photography, and fundus autofluorescence (FAF).

The need to implement WFI into standard retina practice comes from the observation that diseases presented in the posterior pole do not always reflect the severity of that seen in the retinal periphery and vice versa. Several studies have provided interesting insights into the potential associations between macular and peripheral changes in conditions such as age-related macular degeneration, retinal vascular pathologies such as vein occlusions, and proliferative diabetic retinopathy. It has also been shown that peripheral lesions are predictive of increased risk of disease progression in diabetic retinopathy. Additionally, several high-risk diabetic retinopathy features, such as intraretinal microvascular abnormalities or neovascularization peripheral to the standard two-field 45° photographs, used during screening can be missed. Peripheral involvement is also an important component of posterior uveitis, vasculitis, infectious retinitis, retinitis pigmentosa, and ocular melanomas, among many others. This requires a clear image beyond the posterior pole to ensure that typical findings are not missed. This can be achieved with a wider field of view beyond the posterior pole and high image quality—two attributes addressed by smartphone-based WFI devices such as the Vistaro and the EIDON Widefield TrueColor Confocal Fundus Imaging System.

Transitioning from high-end, tabletop devices to smartphones has been the norm in portable,
conventional 45° fundus imaging over the past decade. Extending this to WFI implies a transition in image quality, as well. The main camera-related factors contributing to poor-quality fundus images include the smaller pixel size of the sensors and the lack of separate pathways for illumination and imaging. When an eye is typically illuminated with a light beam, a part of this beam is reflected off the surface of the cornea and the lens. This results in reflection artifacts appearing on the fundus image and contributes to a reduction in quality. CellScope Retina (University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI) is a portable, smartphone-based, widefield fundus imaging device reported in the literature. It consists of a battery-powered three-dimension–printed optical and hardware system built around a smartphone with a FOV of 50° in a single shot with a dilated pupil size of 8 mm. Semiautomated widefield imaging with a FOV up to 100° is possible in the form of a montage of more than three images. The device uses polarization filters to eliminate the aforementioned reflex artifacts; however, these often result in non-uniformly illuminated images, with the disc and nerve fiber layer tending to be more exposed compared with the macula. The annular illumination–based design of the Vistaro is devoid of cross-polarizers like those in the CellScope Retina; hence, no reflectance light from the retina is rejected. The retina is illuminated uniformly, and images are free of corneal artifacts. Vistaro gives a FOV of up to 65° from the center of the pupil in one shot and an effective FOV of approximately 89° in a montage of two images. With smartphones already being validated for screening in primary-care facilities, it would be a big boost to the healthcare system to have a smartphone-based WFI device available to screen for signs of retinal disease extending beyond the posterior pole.

The EIDON Widefield TrueColor Confocal Fundus Imaging System is a WFI system that uses white LED illumination combined with a confocal aperture to produce high-definition images, with a FOV of up to 60°. The technology allows reflected light to pass through a small confocal aperture, to avoid any scattering or reflection of light outside the focal plane that could otherwise cause blurring. This results in a sharp, high-contrast image of an object layer located within the focal plane. It can work with non-mydriatic pupils over 2.5 mm in diameter. However, one critical feature of the EIDON is that the device produces a greater blue component than conventional flash-based fundus cameras, so the images differ from the conventional fundus images that ophthalmologists are used to seeing in routine examinations. As per the manufacturer’s details, the EIDON works in the range of −12 D to +15 D; thus, it cannot focus on the posterior pole and detect retinal conditions related to pathological myopia in patients with a refractive error greater than 12 D.

A major limitation of current SLO-based widefield devices such as the Mirante Scanning Laser Ophthalmoscope (Nidek) and Daytona (Optos) is the variation of color of the retina due to the use of lasers and image processing algorithms. The “pseudocolor” image produced using different laser wavelengths to illuminate the retina may not provide enough information to reconstruct the true color of the retina; hence, certain features detectable with the full visible spectrum may be missed. Macular resolution has also been found to be lower in UWFI compared with standard desktop cameras. Other limitations include peripheral distortion, making the lesions appear larger than they truly are, and lash artifacts. For the Daytona, the overall image was reported to be stretched by a factor of 1.12 horizontally, and the extreme peripheral part of the image was magnified 2 × 1.5X times, due to the ellipsoid mirror being used in the optical design instead of a spherical one. Although such devices cover a larger part of the retina in a non-mydriatic mode, UWFI has been found to have only moderate agreement and lower image gradability rates compared with dilated fundus examination. Devices such as the Ocular Instruments Staurenghi 230 SLO Retina Lens are contact-based systems that require skilled photographers and extremely cooperative patients to image the retina. Devices such as the EIDON (CenterVue) and Clarus (Carl Zeiss Meditec) produce true-color images, but the devices are bulky and expensive and thus limited in their use when it comes to screening. The Vistaro costs a tenth of the high-end, tabletop cameras. It is also portable and telemedicine friendly, and it can be used for screening purposes in rural and remote areas, as well.

One major limitation of the Vistaro is the need for a minimum pupil size of 5 mm; thus, it requires eye dilation. Although the risk of angle closure is minimal, mydriasis can cause interruption of near vision and add time to the image capturing process. In contrast, SLO-based, non-mydriatic, widefield and ultrawide-field cameras can capture an image with a pupil size of 2.5 mm or higher. Another limitation is that the device is semiautomated and has external fixation targets. The device requires manual maneuvering in a handheld mode when more than two fields are required to capture the far retinal periphery, and a subsequent montage might be prone to errors if the technician is not trained well enough in the image acquisition process. A feature that is offered by the current WFI and UWI devices that is not offered by
the Vistaro is the simultaneous acquisition of fundus fluorescein angiography, indocyanine angiography, and FAF. However, being able to do so is offset by the substantial additional cost of these devices. We plan to address some of these limitations in the next version of the device, wherein we intend to make the device non-mydriatic, bring in automated internal fixation targets, and introduce FAF. The autocapture algorithm was not able to capture clinically useful images on 20% patients, as it required a certain level of patient cooperation and clear media. However, this algorithm was primarily designed to reduce the time and stress levels involved in capturing clinically useful images, which it effectively did. The level of patient cooperation and media opacities remain subjective areas in this case.

The optical design outlined in this paper makes it possible to capture up to 65° from the center of the pupil in a single shot and approximately 90° in an offline automated montage generated with two images, without compromising image quality. It offers a more effective way to view the seven-field ETDRS equivalent retinal field. More images can be montaged to obtain an ultra-widefield view of the retina. As it is simple to use, repeatable high-quality images can be obtained. Because the optical design is implemented on smartphone-based hardware, it is a low-cost alternative to the otherwise bulky and expensive SLO-based widefield and ultra-widefield imaging systems. This makes the device useful in screening and diagnosing patients in resource-constrained settings. An autocapture algorithm ensures that an operator can capture images with basic training, eliminating the need for skilled technicians. The next step would entail doing a clinical validation study to test the device in a real-world setting, as there is tremendous potential to do widefield imaging using smartphones with the proper optical design.
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